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## Graduates

### Summer 2020 Graduates
- Justin Chambers
- Kevin Dorian
- Lauren Elkins
- Allison Rodenbaugh
- Kyle Schlais
- Carlos Wehdeking

### Spring 2021 Graduates
- Neil Banerjee
- Dana Chesley
- Erika Fennelly
- Christopher Franklyn
- James Goodwin
- Sergey Gordiyenko
- Aron Haywood
- Marshall Herr
- Josephine Huang
- Adrienne Lewallen
- Tejesh Lohiya
- Andrew Mahon
- Emily Mahoney
- Alyssa Markham
- Gary Marshall
- Justin Mitchell
- Nicholas Moore
- Eric Peterson
- Patrick Pischult
- Justin Price
- Charles Punnathara
- Esther Putman
- Rushkar Saha
- Erin Schultz
- Haiku Sky
- Sushmitha Somashekar
- Kathryn Stannard
- Eden Topolski
- Bryan Woods
- Matt Wubben
- Tanmay Yadav

### Fall 2020 Graduates
- Faisal Alamri
- Michael Asay
- Tyler Casciato
- Nathan Childs
- John Einterz
- Peter Gumble
- Shayna Hume
- Kyle Johnson
- David Kelley
- Johnny Martinez
- Casey O'Hayre
- Christopher Olson
- Blake Peterman
- Christopher Rice
- Phillip Sullivan
- Brandon Walls
- Matthew Welborn

* **Academic Excellence Award Recipient:** Cumulative 4.0 GPA throughout the program.

## Program

### Welcoming Remarks
- Christy Bozic
  Lockheed Martin Professor of Engineering Management, EMP Faculty Director, Scholar in Residence

### Faculty Address
- Michael Readey
  EMP Associate Faculty Director, Scholar in Residence

### Presentation of Graduates
- Ray Littlejohn
  W. Edwards Deming Professor of Management, Scholar in Residence

### Academic Excellence Award Recognition
- Daniel F. Moorer Jr.
  Scholar in Residence

### Closing Remarks
- Christy Bozic
  Lockheed Martin Professor of Engineering Management, EMP Faculty Director, Scholar in Residence

### Breakout Rooms (Optional)